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Centerline Solutions Continues Expansion with Acquisition of Boulder Technology
Acquisition of software development firm adds new flavor to company’s wireless
infrastructure service offerings

GOLDEN, Colo. – Centerline Solutions, a leading provider of wireless infrastructure services to the
telecommunications industry, has acquired Boulder Technology, LLC., an expert software design and
development firm based in Boulder, Colorado. This acquisition bolsters Centerline Solutions’ leadership
position within the wireless industry by securing an in-house technical team to meet the evolving software
needs for complex wireless projects.
Centerline Solutions and Boulder Technology have collaborated extensively over the past five years, on a
joint project to develop Centerline Solutions’ Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) solution, Centerpath,
which serves as the foundation of its workflow planning for projects, resource planning and business
operations oversight. All of Boulder Technology’s employees will join Centerline Solutions, with most
individuals shifting their work location from Boulder, CO to Centerline Solutions’ headquarters in Golden,
CO.
“One of the most exciting areas where clients are asking for our help is with business intelligence and data
mining, which gives them invaluable information for steering their infrastructure decisions and optimizing
their network. Having Boulder Technology join our team helps us broaden our services with an in-house
tech group that has expertise in those exact areas,” said Ben Little, CEO of Centerline Solutions. “The work
we do for clients today has so many facets to it. Software development is something that is supporting our
company’s success and piquing the interest of more and more companies we work with. This is the future
of wireless, and I am proud that Centerline Solutions is leading the way once again.”
“Our team has worked extensively with Centerline Solutions over the years, and this is an outstanding fit
both in terms of culture and in terms of our shared vision for how software is transforming the wireless
landscape,” said Bill O’Toole, founder of Boulder Technology. “After working with them for so many years,
I can say Ben Little and the Centerline team are true visionaries in their industry, and I look forward to
working side-by-side as we build the wireless networks of tomorrow.”
About Centerline Solutions
Centerline Solutions operates as the “easy button” for all things wireless as we work to design, build,
modify and maintain wireless networks and infrastructure for clients across the U.S. This means
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providing a full suite of services for the entire wireless network life cycle, all under one roof. Our
customers include national and regional wireless carriers, the federal government, local governments
and private industries who are all trying to meet ever-increasing wireless capacity and coverage
demands. With nine offices across eight states (Denver, Seattle, Portland, Olympia-WA, Phoenix,
Rochester, Tampa, Atlanta & Honolulu) and over 400 staff members, Centerline Solutions is the turnkey
service provider poised to meet wireless challenges of all types in order to build exciting, nextgeneration networks and support the future of communication. For more information, please visit our
website at www.centerlinesolutions.com.
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